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FOREWORD

As a lifelong learner always looking to gain new insights and wisdom about the world in general and the workplace in particular, I was thrilled to see so much outstanding content about talent development in one place. It is a crash course taught by the best in the field, invaluable for even highly experienced practitioners and indispensable for the novice or midcareer TD professional.

My first experience in the learning field was as a public high school teacher. Later, as I began searching for a different pace and challenge, I became an instructional designer and facilitator, progressing through the ranks in corporate learning. Many years and hard-earned wisdom later, I’m privileged to lead a high-performance group that oversees talent development and more for nearly 90,000 employees globally at SAP.

Throughout my career I’ve found that seeking out new ideas and thinking has been imperative to my success, and a collection like this is a gold mine. Following are some reflections I invite you to consider as you delve into the chapters ahead.

Run Your Talent Development Function Like a Business

To be successful, we talent professionals must approach our role more like our stakeholders approach theirs. By this I mean seeing everything we do as an investment of resources that yields valuable outcomes for which we are accountable. One crucially important distinction, however, is that the customer—the business stakeholder purchasing our services and solutions—isn’t always right.

In fact, the customer is often deeply mistaken. For example, when they:
  • Ask for talent solutions without having analyzed whether what they are facing is a talent problem. (Instead, it could be a systems issue, mismanagement, flawed logistics, and so on.)
• Demand we address a challenge, but fail to clearly define it or identify specific target outcomes.
• Direct us to achieve target outcomes without tying them to strategic organizational priorities.
• Do not require that we measurably meet stated objectives—which is perhaps most troubling of all.

Two things will safeguard us from the perils of serving misguided customers: knowing our job and knowing our value. Too many senior executives have come to expect too little of talent leaders and organizations. We must show them otherwise. This starts with understanding how the talent function can be a strategic tool that furthers your company’s performance objectives. Then you can create the systems and processes that will get you there. For example, develop an intake document (or screen) that requires the customers to define key performance indicators before they can request your services. You may be pleasantly surprised to find that your stakeholders appreciate the seriousness with which you take your work and value, as well as the extent to which you are asking to be held accountable.

Feeling Uncomfortable? Fantastic!

To gain the requisite understanding of function and value, you need to become comfortable with the unfamiliar. I’m not naturally a numbers person, but I knew that I needed to prove to my stakeholders that I was making a difference. So, I became a data nerd and wrote two books on the subject. This idea is the heart of section VII, on defining and measuring the impact. Neglecting to master this subject seriously damages talent development’s positioning as trusted advisors—something worthy of financial, logistical, and cultural prioritization, as well as being essential to the organization’s success.

TD professionals must also keep a firm grasp on worldwide economic trends. We will only be as effective as our understanding of what keeps our senior leaders up at night. Indeed, those very same things should be keeping us up at night! How can we truly say we are responsibly developing our employees if we’re not tracking trends in artificial intelligence and automation, and thus can’t carefully discern between alarmist proclamations of robots taking our jobs and practical predictions of what’s ahead and how to respond?
Along those lines, you also need to stay as informed about your industry and your company as your CEO. To be a strategic partner, we must bring strategic ideas to the table; this means mastering our business domain, and not just our silo. After all, talent development is not an end in and of itself, but rather a means to make our organizations successful. We need the proper context and defined objectives to inform our work, so that we can empower individuals and teams to drive our companies to achieve their strategic goals.

**Don’t Just Read, Act**

Elaine has done a great service in her approach to this volume. She has not only gathered many of the finest minds in our field to provide authoritative guidance, but also very thoughtfully arranged the book to include easy-to-consume summary introductions and closings, checklists, and tables. And, she’s gotten more than 90 thought leaders from a dozen countries to write sidebars in their areas of expertise. Chunked content in an analog book? You bet.

Start in the middle, or at the end, or at the beginning of this book. Read an entry or a section at a time. Set aside 30 minutes every day for the next month, and dedicate it to reading, highlighting, taking notes, and creating an action plan to put your new ideas into motion. I also urge you to follow the excellent advice in chapter 33, “The Workplace of the Future,” to read blogs, journals, and other publications that focus on workforce trends. There, too, take notes and integrate what you learn into how you work and lead your team.

Doing so will model for your team and organization what it looks like to develop talent for new job demands. By keeping up with changes, you can inspire others, advance people’s talent development careers, and become increasingly essential to your organization.

Whether you seek practical approaches to beginning your talent development journey, or fresh insights to further develop your efforts, this book is for you. I hope you find inspiration and motivation as well as information in this treasure trove of world-class expertise, and I wish you enormous success as you bring these ideas to life.

—Jenny Dearborn
Senior Vice President and Chief Learning Officer, SAP
September 2018
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INTRODUCTION

Starting a talent development effort in an organization is a challenge with minimal guidance available about how to do it. This book presents the concept of how to launch, leverage, and lead a talent development effort for your organization. Not every detail is included within these pages, but you will gain ideas that answer how to get started, how to keep going, and what to plan for next.

Professionals in the learning and development field have seen our roles change dramatically in the past dozen years. The expectations of our employers, clients, and customers have escalated rapidly. Most of us have not kept up with what’s expected of us as we moved from the proverbial order-takers to trusted advisors. As trusted advisors, we provide guidance to the C-suite and support the entire organization. It’s an exciting and a scary place to be.

The eight-step framework of this book focuses on the trusted advisor who is responsible for leading workforce development and ensuring that talent helps the organization achieve its strategic goals. Trusted advisors focus on the issues that matter to the business, do what they promise, communicate effectively, build relationships of trust and respect with line managers, and demonstrate a willingness to lead innovative development solutions that create value for the business.

Leaders face rapid change, environmental complexity, competitive global markets, and quickly evolving technology. In the midst of this turmoil, they must also focus on maintaining cultural alignment and meeting the growing expectations of customers and employees. Trusted advisors often serve as consultants and a sounding board to leaders. They are confidants providing authentic communication and insight.

Why This Book?
The American Society for Training & Development changed its name in 2014 to the Association for Talent Development (ATD). Since that time, much has been written
about talent development, so why another book about developing people? I had three reasons for writing this book:

• To present the most important talent development content in one convenient place—a curated talent development library, if you will.

• To arrange all the moving parts of today’s talent development efforts in one logical framework—one that helps us understand what we should think about first, next, and onward. Believe me, I have no preconceived notion that you will always be able to follow the sequence—or that you actually should. It’s a framework to consider.

• To showcase experts and practitioners in the profession who are on the edge of presenting new ways to look at talent development.

This book pulls together all the information you need in a logical framework. Each chapter is designed to help you understand what to consider and in what order. Knowing what and when to launch talent development in your organization is critical. But it’s even more important to understand how. This is the most exciting part of the book. The content is enhanced with examples, ideas, and advice from those who are in the field doing the work.

The book is also filled with content from recognized leaders who have contributed expert essays (what I originally called “grand mega-sidebars”) based on their unique expertise. These informative essays vary in length, but most are longer and more in depth than the average sidebar. Because each one features the expertise of individuals who have deep knowledge about a concept, theory, model, or idea, you will learn much in a short space. Practical suggestions, innovative ideas, and road-tested recommendations come from experts in our field, luminary leaders, ATD BEST Award winners, and educational researchers. The content offers the what-to-do, but the contributors have delivered the how-to-do it. The sidebars are filled with ideas and nuggets of wisdom; all are helpful and many are inspirational. Some are downright magical!

• The book taps into the experts in our field, such as Michael Allen, Diane Elkins, Jennifer Hofmann, Cindy Huggett, Karl Kapp, Jim and Wendy Kirkpatrick, Jack and Patti Phillips, Becky Pluth, and Lou Russell.

• The book shares advice from luminary leaders in leadership and development, including Ken Blanchard, Dianna Booher, Tacy Byham, Marshall Goldsmith,
Kimo Kippen, Beverly Kaye, Elliott Masie, Cindy McCauley, David Rock, Peter Senge, and Jack Zenger.

- The book presents lessons learned from ATD BEST Award winners such as Hitachi Vantara, IBM, Infosys BPO, Nicklaus Children’s Health System (formerly Miami Children’s Health System), Moneris, TELUS, U.S. Security Associates, Verizon, and Western Union. Other companies such as Accenture and Ferguson PLC are also represented.
- It presents the newest thinking from university educators and research groups that we have relied upon for years, including Robert Brinkerhoff, Edward Lawler, John Medina, Dave Ulrich, and organizations such as CCL, Bersin by Deloitte, and DDI.
- The book’s reach is worldwide—with authors and organizations representing Canada, India, the Netherlands, Turkey, and the United Kingdom.

My hope for you is that the information in this book will take on a new meaning for you by being presented as a holistic approach to launch, leverage, and lead your TD effort.

I tried to pull the best advice and practical approaches from more than 200 books; 32 ATD research reports and case studies; four years of TD, HBR, and Forbes; and more than 1,000 other research papers, articles, and blogs. There is literally tons of great stuff available. I tried to sort through the noise for you to glean the best thinking. Consider this book your personally curated copy of talent development from start to finish.

This book has a companion, ATD’s Action Guide to Talent Development. Why? Well mostly for all the reasons you just read. We as talent development professionals need to know so much that one book became two! While this book focuses more on the what and why than the how, the action guide puts a solid focus on the how, with even more suggestions for how to implement each phase in the framework and more practical checklists, tools, and assessments. To make it easy, the sections remain the same in both books.

**We Need to Know It All Now!**

The greatest dilemma in writing this book was deciding on the order of the topics. As talent development professionals, we need to know many things—and we need to know them now!
There are so many things that need to be done—and sometimes you’ll feel like they need to be done at the same time. In fact, everything does need to be done at the same time. You need to create a vision for the future, and at the same time deliver learning for today. You need to help others learn while learning your own skills. You need to design and deliver what your organization needs today, while at the same time strategizing for how to bring other options into the ecosystem for tomorrow’s needs. In some cases, it’s an iterative process. At other times, it all needs to be done now!

Talent development curation, for example, is one of those topics that can fit into quite a few places in the framework. We could have discussed it in chapters 1, 5, 9, 14, 18, 19, 24, or others. This overlap is positive because it models what we as TD professionals need to improve—seeing the holistic view of learning. On the other hand, it makes everything more complex; after all, you can’t talk about everything at once and ensure it makes sense! This emulates exactly what our organizations are facing in the VUCA world.

In another example, we discuss the learning ecosystem in several chapters, because that is where much of what we do comes together. It’s good in many ways because it shows how closely all the topics are related. In chapter 6, we discuss building a business case, focusing on the perspective of “selling” it to senior leaders to implement a talent development effort. However, business cases may also be used once a TD effort is entrenched in an organization; or, they could be used to present the annual plan, a unique project, or anticipated changes for the organization. All follow the same format and have the same rationale, making it difficult to know when to introduce the topic of business cases.

Once we accepted that even though we need to know everything now and that it isn’t possible, we still needed to decide how to order the book. It could have been aligned by individual role, by function, in sequence of events, or by evolutionary progress. I chose the last option. To ensure the book accomplishes what it espouses, it must follow the process. Here’s an example: Partnering with business is critical for success. This partnering occurs throughout the process: early, when you are gathering data; midstream, when you are deciding what services you’ll provide; and during rollout, after you have created options for employees. You will read about successful rollout campaigns in chapter 9, even though you don’t actually design and deliver learning opportunities until chapters 20-23.

As I said, we need to know it all now!
How This Book Is Designed
The book focuses on the TD professional’s role as a trusted advisor who provides guidance, leadership, and direction for establishing and implementing a talent development program in an organization. Content is presented in eight sections and 36 chapters. Each section builds upon the previous section. This means that you can review the table of contents and choose to begin where your organization is in its development.

Starting with identifying and clarifying the organization’s learning foundation, the framework helps to guide you through the eight sections. In the past, most of us in talent development would likely have gravitated toward section V, Design and Deliver Learning. However, based on work by Peter Senge, the Center for Creative Leadership, ATD, and others, we know that a solid foundation is critical if a talent development effort is to succeed and flourish to make the organization more competitive, innovative, and agile. Therefore, the framework begins with the organization’s learning foundation.

Many of you already have a fully operating talent development department. If that’s the case, you may glean nuggets from different sections of the book. Or you may find an area where you want to strengthen the processes or another where you need to insert some energy and vitality. You will find ideas here.

On the other hand, some steps within the model are truly for talent development efforts that are just getting started—perhaps a new company or a small company that has finally reached the size or threshold that requires initiating something more formal than it has used in the past. In still other situations, an organization may have maintained a learning department for decades, but organizational life and the focus of development have changed. That organization may simply be looking at what areas it needs to shore up or how to better utilize its resources and delivery options. And other organizations’ talent development efforts may be fully implemented, but not as successful as they could be. In instances such as these, I’ve found that the lack of success is often due to skipping a foundational step and plunging in at a higher level, perhaps thinking that understanding a learning culture wasn’t worthy of review time or exploring the best ways to form a business–talent development partnership isn’t necessary.

What does this mean for you? You can jump in wherever you think is most beneficial to your organization. Let’s overview the eight sections:
1. **Identify and Clarify the Organization’s Learning Foundation** explores the base upon which you will create your talent development plans. The section begins by exploring the definition of a learning culture. It then adds leaders’ roles and what employees value that lead to learning and development. One chapter introduces the mental attitude of development, such as learning agility, coaching, learning to learn, and other topics that help create an organization’s “learning culture.” It ends by clarifying your organization’s readiness to launch a talent development effort.

2. **Develop a Talent Development Strategy** focuses on how to align with the organization. You’ll explore the value of developing a business case and suggestions for completing one. You’ll learn ideas to be successful when you partner with business. You will also review how talent development professionals can enhance their organizational and industry savvy, and why they need to broaden their view of talent development’s purpose.

3. **Create an Operating Plan** addresses the business of learning. Operating a talent development department like a business requires alignment, governance, management, budgeting, and leverage of the TD ecosystem. This section covers all these business topics.

4. **Reinforce an Organizational Talent Development Mindset** is a section that begins to take you to the next level of talent development to best support today’s learner. It explores how to grow your organization’s learning culture and how your organization learns. The section presents the important role managers have to develop their employees and the important role employees have to own their development. It ends by focusing on talent development professionals as consultants.

5. **Design and Deliver Learning** is the section that many talent development professionals think of first. It addresses formal learning (virtual and traditional), learning from others, on-the-job learning, and onboarding plans. The opening chapter explores contemporary design and delivery. The role of talent development is becoming more of a service-oriented role, and TD professionals need to be prepared to provide services such as performance consulting, coaching managers, leading development strategy, instilling agility, and facilitating change management efforts.
6. **Fortify the Learning** is a section about ensuring the knowledge and skills learned are used. It includes topics such as empowering employees to be lifelong learners, enabling social learning, coaching managers, fostering continual self-learning, and developing talent development staff to be trusted advisors.

7. **Define and Measure the Impact of Talent Development** is a critical topic for talent development professionals. Determining that the learning has an impact for the organization is crucial, yet we have not mastered this topic as we should. You will explore the usual topics such as evaluation methods and how to get started with evaluation, but we will also examine several new ideas and consider evaluation’s future.

8. **Prepare for the Future** includes topics such as the workplace and workforce of the future. We will review talent development’s future trends and the important role you play in guiding your organization’s future.

Whether you are a one-person department or the manager of several talent development departments, whether you work for a company of 100 or 10,000, whether you are in one location or multiple locations across the globe, you’ll find concepts and tools you can use in this book. It doesn’t even matter if you are in a traditional talent development role. This book is for anyone who has an interest in starting and shaping a system that is larger than the traditional learning focus. It will take you through the what and why of talent development. It will suggest how and ask you to consider what’s next to start a talent development program. It will show you what works and will help your organization take a systems view of learning to become more flexible, agile, and innovative while completing the vital task of developing your employees.
SECTION I

Identify and Clarify the Organization’s Learning Foundation
Identify and Clarify the Organization’s Learning Foundation

There are many ways to build a learning organization, and they all require management to lead. If you build a culture that gives people time to reflect, develop, and share expertise; stay close to customers; and learn from mistakes, you will outdistance your competition and thrive.

This first section introduces you to the foundational elements you might find in a learning organization. You will explore how leaders champion learning, why it is important that all employees value learning, and the effect that a positive, growth mindset can have on an organization. Leaders and managers need to take responsibility for coaching, mentoring, and developing their employees. Employees need to accept accountability for developing their own careers. Leaders who inspire a growth mindset from the top down will encourage a learning culture. Talent development professionals provide support and need to introduce concepts such as learning to learn and learning agility. These kinds of actions create the foundation for a learning organization.

Who better than Peter Senge to lay the foundation for this book? One of the key founders of our field, Senge is considered by most to be the father of the learning organization concept (Dumaine 1994). In fact, in 1997 Harvard Business Review named his book The Fifth Discipline one of the seminal management books of the previous 75 years. Among his many other accomplishments, he was named Strategist of the Century by The Journal of Business Strategy in 1999, one of the world’s top management gurus by The Financial Times in 2000, and one of the top 10 management gurus by BusinessWeek in 2001.

Author of numerous books, Senge lectures extensively throughout the world and leads the communication of learning organization ideas among the largest companies in the world. Senge hit a nerve deep within the business and education community by introducing the theory of learning organizations in the first edition of The Fifth Discipline (1990). More than a quarter of a century later, many experts and leaders are still trying to determine what is required to ensure the organization continues to learn. Are diverse perspectives sought? Is it safe to speak up? What happens when a mistake is made? Is the organization open to new ideas? Is there time for learning and reflection? And if these are important to create a learning culture, what infrastructure is required to augment the
learning culture? In this new essay, Senge discusses the organizational changes he’s seen since he wrote his groundbreaking book.

**Learning Matters**

Peter M. Senge  
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Much has changed in the decades since I wrote the first edition of *The Fifth Discipline*, and in another sense very little has changed. The deep social and ecological issues our societies face have, if anything, worsened. Uncertainty, disruption, and anxiety have probably grown. But so too have systemic innovations—for example, in key industries like food and energy, where some national governments are pursuing aggressive de-carbonization strategies. In business, the basic confusion persists that a business’s purpose is to make a profit, but there have also been innovations, like the global explosion of social enterprise, new concepts in corporate governance like B-corps, and even those in some pockets of banking, money, and finance. You’ll find links to more information about the sustainable food lab network involving many of the world’s largest food companies and the global alliance for banking on values in appendix B.

If anything, more and more organizations and industries appreciate the need for deep and ongoing learning—individually and collectively. This shows up in a stronger desire to ensure that people have the support they need to learn and grow as they work. More important still, I find that many more organizations are embracing the idea of collective learning, and recognizing that this requires deep shifts in traditional cultures oriented more toward controlling than learning. When I wrote the first edition of *The Fifth Discipline*, it was clear that team learning was where the rubber met the road in this cultural shift (thus, it was one of the core disciplines). But there was much less focus on teams back then, whereas today almost all work is done in teams.

As these changes continue to unfold, talent development professionals will have an important role to fill for their organizations—first, to show how developing new learning capabilities helps achieve your organization’s goals, and second to help managers create a learning climate and culture.
Learning as an Organizational Imperative

Peter Drucker once said that organizations exist so people can do together what they couldn’t do separately. That’s a good definition of an organization. It’s about coming together to accomplish things we can’t do alone, to create something that matters to us.

This clarifies the first question—learning for what? A clear sense of shared purpose is a cornerstone for building a culture or climate to ensure that we are not just building individual capacity, but instead learning and developing collectively. Not surprising, the particulars of such a culture will depend on an organization’s distinctive history and will vary from industry to industry. But there are some industry settings where this whole learning philosophy and cultural precept is becoming a way of life. One example is in the software industry, where the difference between success and failure in developing new software products lies in the mantra, “Fail fast and fail early.”

How many organizations are willing to embrace a fail-fast method to learn? Probably not many. In the software industry there isn’t much of an option, because the complexity of the environment is often beyond what anyone can understand. Industry insiders believe the threshold was crossed a decade or more ago, once no one knew how a new software element or product would work when placed into these environments. When this started to happen, the intended effects of a new product could be swamped by unintended effects. This is an operational definition of complexity and is very different from simpler mechanical products. Imagine if you did not know whether a new steering wheel would move a car left or right!

Facing this reality, software engineers, who often work in online teams that involve hundreds of developers and customers, had no option but to take small steps, gather information, and reflect on what was working and what was not in a very disciplined way. This illustrates the basics of the Agile methodology that now pervades the industry. It’s like walking in a very dark room, where you have no option but to take small steps and pay very close attention to what happens.

But more broadly, the evolution in the software industry reflects the first principle of learning in general: no action, no learning. You can sit around and talk all you want about walking, but you’re not going to make any progress until you actually start to walk. And then, the only thing you can be sure of is that you will make mistakes and the outcomes will not match your goals. Success or failure does not depend on avoiding
mistakes, but on learning effectively from your experience.

Truthfully, I think there is a lot of lip service paid to allowing failure. I know that it is frustrating to those of you in the talent development profession, but we shouldn’t be too concerned about it. It’s always the case that new ideas catch on and people talk about them first. As more and more people start to buy in to the new idea, the buy-in usually starts coming faster than people can develop the skills needed to succeed with the new idea.

Helping Managers Create a Learning Climate
At some level, a more learning-oriented culture can only be shaped by frontline managers. Executives can give speeches but they do not shape the day-to-day work environment. Because line managers are accountable for success and failure in accomplishing organizational goals, talent development professionals must partner with them to help them build a learning climate. Not all will be equally predisposed, but as pragmatic managers start to see the connection between learning and results, many will become more open.

In general, you can help managers do three things that matter:

- **Help employees tap into their sense of purpose.** Managers have to find a way to evoke a sense of purpose and answer questions like, “Why do I care about what we are doing?” and, “How does this work relate to my own sense of identity and what I care about?” Beyond whatever is expressed in the corporate value statement, managers need to connect the daily work environment with people’s sense of values and purpose, so that their work becomes meaningful. If you can’t do this, employees will see their work as “just a job” and invest just enough to make enough money to do the other things they care about beyond work. Of course, this is an old idea—Douglas McGregor’s Theory X, Theory Y from the 1950s. I’ve always felt that McGregor was correct that, at a personal level, most employees want to do something that matters to them. They seek commitment in their work. If anything, I think this is truer than ever today, especially for younger workers.

- **Create teamwork and build learning teams.** Starting with their own teams, managers can find many ways to help teams work better together. Do people have a shared sense of purpose? What is the quality of communication,
especially around complex issues with different viewpoints? Are people having fun and creating something meaningful to them? Do they roll up their sleeves and enjoy addressing the day’s challenges? Do they trust and respect one another? Or are people simply playing internal politics and doing what they are assigned to do because, “That’s not our job anyhow!” Most people prefer a work environment that is collaborative and energized, where they can see the larger systems they are part of. But building that environment is hard, never-ending work—and little happens without the leadership of local managers.

- **Help employees see themselves as autonomous within a larger organizational context.** Meaningful work usually balances autonomy with responsibility for larger systems. People want to feel a sense of independence in their daily work; it’s part of what it means to be a professional. We also play our role within larger systems. Successful managers allow and encourage employees to make decisions that demonstrate autonomy and accountability. But to do that, employees need to have the opportunity to step back and see the larger systems they are part of, as well as the opportunities to work on something at this higher level. Managers play a big part in whether this opportunity happens, such as through giving people regular chances to stop their work and confer with other teams in other parts of the organization around issues that go beyond their immediate sphere.

What prevents these commonsense actions? It’s usually the perception of control. Our hierarchical structures often convey a subtle message that managers must be in control. They need to have the “right” answers for their bosses, which often forces them to manage in ways that are part substantive and part perceptual—for many, above all else, creating this perception of control. But control is a fantasy. No one can be in control of another person. Look at your teenagers—can you control them? We cannot be in control of everything in our organization, because organizations are living systems with many interrelated parts. They can’t be controlled like you would control a machine. But they can be influenced.

The only thing that has shifted in the software industry is the steady surrendering of the illusion of control, which becomes increasingly untenable in the face of growing complexity. But in many ways this is true of all living systems. No one is in control of
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a forest. The image of control in management is really a by-product of seeing our organizations as more like machines than living systems, just one cultural offspring of the industrial age.

The premise of the learning organization is that we have a climate of autonomous, interconnected human beings. You can’t control human beings. But you can create disciplines that will help them learn more and learn it more reliably and rapidly.

Talent Development Can Make a Difference

Most people in the talent development field are there because they want to make a difference. The biggest problem they face is getting out of the old paradigm of training versus learning, of counting “butts in seats” to measure success versus connecting to deep sources of organizational success. This requires building partnerships with managers that genuinely add value to your organization.

First, you need to determine how you intend to contribute to the organization’s success. What is the enterprise trying to do? How can what you know add value? How can you gauge whether you are making a difference? How do you know if you are supporting the right part of the organization? There is no way to answer these sorts of questions except through communicating with line managers you respect and who share your commitment to talent management making a difference. They are the real customers. Do you have a closed feedback loop between learning activities and their value as viewed by the managers?

Managers are people accountable for results produced by others—so they have a big stake in how people work together to deliver business results. Although many do not see this, it follows that they must be ultimately accountable to develop people so that they can work better and better together. Help them see this critical connection. Make sure that managers have access to good coaching and mentoring so they can master the ability to create a learning culture and develop their people.

Second, insofar as training is part of your responsibility, make training more and more about genuine learning. This means creating workshops that focus on meaningful practice with tools that help teams learn, having people working in groups on real problems and real issues. All learning is hands on. I don’t like to say action learning because all learning needs to be action learning. Learners need to spend time reflecting on what they’ve learned. This also means creating learning environments where undiscussable
subjects are discussed and working with people to make these same shifts in day-to-day work settings.

Of course, learning in a workshop setting differs from learning a real work setting. Real learning is always contextual: developing capacities to produce the outcomes you seek in settings that matter. This means creating infrastructures that reach beyond the workshop, like individual and team coaching. These infrastructures can only be implemented with real cooperation and leadership by managers—after all, these are real-time solutions in the workplace, not exercises in artificial environments like workshops. This again will come back to the quality of partnerships you build with line managers.

The talent development field has made great strides in past decades, but there is still much more to do. Continue on the path you’re on to ensure you help employees gain the knowledge and skills they need to improve their performance, so organizations can achieve their strategic goals. Help your organizations build a learning climate where employees can work, learn, and grow in their regular work. Work with your managers and leaders to create this learning climate. Human development is not sufficient to create a learning culture, but it surely is necessary.

When Dame Barbara Stocking retired as an esteemed president of Oxfam, one of the most influential social justice organizations in the world, she made a simple observation to me reflecting on her career: “I have always been a developmentally oriented manager. I always believed that you do not ‘produce results,’ you help grow people who can produce results.”

This simple truism still stands a long way from the management mainstream. Help close the gap.
Talent is at the top of what many leaders value. It also tops the list of many leaders’ concerns: “Identifying and developing future talent” was the most important skill required of leaders over the next three years, according to the Global Leadership Forecast 2018, which surveyed more than 2,000 organizations worldwide (DDI, the Conference Board, and EYGM Limited 2018). To have a competitive advantage, an organization must identify, develop, and unlock the potential of its employees. A learning culture increases efficiency and employee satisfaction, develops a sense of ownership and accountability, creates a culture of knowledge sharing, and develops an enhanced ability for employees to adapt to change. Harvard Business Review describes the advantages of a learning culture as “improved innovation, agility, and organizational learning” (Groysberg et al. 2018).

As a trusted advisor to your senior leaders, you will want to describe the relationship of a learning culture to talent development. You will also want to provide evidence of the value of a learning culture and examples relevant to your organization.

Leading the Change in Talent Development

In the past (and even today in some organizations), when the topic of talent development, training, or learning arose in conversation, the immediate discussion focused on classes and catalogs. But the workplace has changed immensely. That is not to say that formal training (for example, workshops, college courses, and instructor-led training in virtual and traditional settings) is no longer valued. In fact, it continues to play a critical part in learning. The change is that more emphasis is being placed on the other ways employees learn: on the job and from others.
And this change is accompanied by a different view of learning. Employees expect to learn constantly. The workforce is more mobile and transient than in the past; if employers do not demonstrate that they value talent and development, employees will leave to find one that does. Today more and more organizations see the value of talent development. The implication is that we, the leaders in learning—trainers, talent development professionals, employee developers—need to upgrade our skills and lead the change. We need to stay involved with and informed about the significance and meaning of talent development for our organizations and our employees.

Organizations are changing rapidly, and with that change comes a need to develop employees at an even faster rate. Because organizations can’t always define the skills they will need in the future, part of talent development is preparing for uncertainty by encouraging employees to participate in development opportunities. Talent is critical to organizations if they want to stay ahead of their competition.

Employees who are interested in career development take skill enhancement, training, coaching, or mentoring opportunities seriously. They want to build skills and acquire knowledge, and are involved in development opportunities to stay up-to-date on the most recent industry innovations. Skill and knowledge improvements are essential to maintaining expertise that matches changing times. Talent development prepares employees to become reliable resources that benefit the organization.

Talent development is a joint effort between employees and the employer to upgrade existing skills and knowledge in expectation of future requirements. Employees gain skills professionally (acquiring job-required skills) and personally (improving communication skills), so they benefit both on the job and off. Talent development efforts enhance employees’ knowledge and increase the productivity of organizations.

**Learn by Asking Questions**

Are you new to the organization? Is your organization new to talent development? It is important to understand your organization’s perspective on learning. Knowing its strengths and weaknesses will help you with your planning. Knowing what your organization lacks that a talent development program can supply is also critical. This requires discussion throughout the organization.

The best thing for you to do at this point is to select respected leaders and interview them. Ask questions about your organization’s needs and how much its leaders value
learning. Find out why the organization is interested in talent development now. Chapter 5 includes questions you can ask to begin understanding your organization’s needs, desires, and readiness to initiate a talent development effort. Your interviews will give insight into your organization’s learning culture and help define the strength of the foundation on which you will build.

**Tie Talent Development to the Organizational Strategy**

Talent development programs ensure that employees gain knowledge and skills to improve their performance so that organizations can achieve their strategic goals. We can say those words and mean them. Yet organizations continue to struggle to create a talent development strategy that has a real impact on the business. Without a strategy, organizations lack the guidance necessary to design and deliver effective learning programs that boost both individual and organizational performance.

According to 439 learning and business leaders from more than 20 countries surveyed by the Brandon Hall Group, 14 percent of companies say they have no talent development strategy at all. And it seems that size matters—24 percent of companies with fewer than 1,000 employees report no employee development strategy, compared with 7 percent of companies with 10,000 or more employees lacking a development strategy. However, even within organizations that do have a strategy, many do not believe it helps achieve organizational goals (Brandon Hall Group 2016). This translates into wasted money and energy.

When examining the presence of a global learning strategy, the situation is worse. Eighty percent of the responding international organizations did not have a global learning strategy, according to a survey of 200 learning and development senior decision makers by Open University Business School (Asher 2017). “The Challenges of Global L&D” survey also states that half of L&D decision makers believe that learning is not viewed as important, and 42 percent cite a lack of direction from the top.

“L&D is often seen as a ‘token’ activity and that is the underlying philosophy that top managers have about it,” says Bernd Vogel, director of the Henley Centre for Leadership at Henley Business School, in the report.

Fortunately, most of the companies surveyed in the two reports recognized the importance of a talent development strategy and were focused on doing something about it. More than half of companies said they were ready to begin aligning the learning
strategy with the business strategy. Most significant was that high-performing organizations—which saw year-over-year improvement in revenue, employee engagement, customer satisfaction, turnover, and organizational productivity—were even more prepared. High performers are in a better position to make these changes because they are far more likely to have an effective learning strategy already in place; 66 percent stated that their strategy was either effective or very effective in helping achieve business goals. High-performing organizations are also 78 percent more likely to have an effective L&D strategy (Brandon Hall Group 2016).

Further, a study conducted by ATD found that 88 percent of respondents believed that aligning learning and business goals was a relevant challenge for organizational talent development needs (Rothwell et al. 2015).

Embrace the lessons learned in these studies. Make it a priority to align your talent development plans to the organizational strategy.

**Six Elements for a Successful TD Foundation**

Successful efforts don’t just start with action; they have a solid foundation or key underpinnings in place from which they start to build. Before you design your talent development program, you would be wise to ensure that the foundation for your TD effort is formed and on solid ground. The foundation comprises six elements:

- Work constantly toward developing a learning culture.
- Ensure that leaders and managers know it is their responsibility to develop employees.
- Encourage employees to value lifelong learning.
- Inspire a positive attitude and growth mindset starting at the top.
- Develop and explore learning-to-learn skills.
- Enable organizational and team learning.

These elements are related and difficult to separate. We will explore them all in subsequent chapters, but let’s define each here.

**Develop a Learning Culture**

Striving to create a learning culture is a never-ending challenge. It requires constant attention as well as enough time, clear and aligned communication, and support from
everyone in the organization. ATD Research (2016b) found that three essential characteristics exist in a high-performance organization’s learning culture: a sufficient budget to meet learning needs, a dedicated learning function, and senior-level responsibility for organizational learning.

Ensure Leaders and Managers Know It Is Their Responsibility to Develop Employees
This is key to your success. The talent development department’s role has changed. We are the catalyst to help our managers develop their people. Helping them understand the value of investing in their employees is the first step. Many managers will need your support to determine how best to approach their role. They will look to you to recommend books, social learning opportunities, online classes, coaching options, and other resources.

Encourage Employees to Value Lifelong Learning
Employees are becoming more accountable for their own professional development. You may call it lifelong learning. Sometimes the term self-directed learning is used, or more recently, personalized learning. You can create a preset learning journey or pathway or tailor one to meet the organization’s or employee’s learning needs.

Inspire a Positive Attitude and Growth Mindset
Mindsets and attitudes can affect learning—not just for our personal learning but also how we influence others’ learning. Carol Dweck’s growth mindset is just one element of the underlying beliefs we have that may lead to success or disaster. Peter Senge introduced us to the concept of mental models, which can either support or inhibit how we learn.

Develop and Explore Learning-to-Learn Skills
Did you learn how to learn? Probably not. Cognitive science has given us a large amount of information, and neuroscience supports much of what we know. We can use learning to learn, learning agility, interleaving, chunking, and other tools to help us learn better and faster and retain concepts longer.
Enable Organizational and Team Learning

Ensuring that information and knowledge flow throughout an organization requires dedication and hard work. Leaders need to take on this role of creating a knowledge sharing process. Developing organizational knowledge and integrating it into the work employees do every day is a powerful tool that affects strategy, encourages teamwork, and inspires innovation.

Each of these learning culture blocks fit together to form the solid foundation you need to build upon as you plan your talent development program. This book will provide tips to help you solidify the foundation blocks in your organization and facilitate the start of a talent development effort for your organization. But first, the rest of this chapter will focus on the first element: creating a learning culture.

Creating a Learning Culture in Your Organization

The concept of creating culture isn’t new. Edgar Schein’s *Organizational Culture and Leadership* introduced us to the importance of culture in 1985. Now in its fifth edition, that book is considered one of the most influential management books ever published. Schein believes, “The only thing of real importance that leaders do is to create and manage culture. If you do not manage culture, it manages you, and you may not even be aware of the extent to which this is happening.”

According to economist Boris Groysberg and his colleagues (2018), culture “shapes attitudes and behaviors in wide-ranging and durable ways. Cultural norms define what is encouraged, discouraged, accepted, or rejected.” They go on to say, “When properly aligned with personal values, drives, and needs, culture can unleash tremendous amounts of energy toward a shared purpose and foster an organization’s capacity to thrive.”

The concept of trying to make an organization better through learning and generating a learning organization isn’t new. Remember some of these statements from the past? Jack Welch’s, “If it isn’t broken, break it.” Or Michael Hammer’s, “Continuous intervention.”
James Chisholm, co-founder and principal of ExperiencePoint, a 50-person company in Toronto, shares his process for nurturing and maturing his organization’s culture. Here he discusses the importance of values and having his employees be part of adding new values. Values are the soul of a learning organization, and ExperiencePoint is a model of corroborating this connection.

At ExperiencePoint, our mission is to help organizations become more adept at moving quickly in new directions to create a durable, competitive advantage. Using a hands-on experiential approach, we improve people’s ability to create innovation and realize change.

Nurturing and sustaining a healthy, vibrant culture is a top priority for our leadership team, and we’ve developed bottom-up, organic ways to encourage our culture to flourish. It starts on the first day of the job, when new team members learn that “no single person owns the culture here, but rather it’s a responsibility we all share.”

It’s important to recognize that culture is constantly in flux and not to be controlled. Rather than seeking to control, preserve, and protect our culture, we’ve drawn inspiration from a gardening metaphor. In evaluating new hires, for example, we look at how a new candidate might “add” to the garden just as much as how they might “fit” with what already exists. When we see an undesirable behaviour, we’ve found that it is important to address it by pruning quickly. A healthy culture requires constant gardening by everyone.

Our values form the roots of our culture. We have five core values and highlight three key behaviours for each:

- **We learn by doing:**
  - Experiment to explore and understand.
  - Make mistakes and fail better.
  - Have the humility to listen, ask for help, and try again.

- **We serve our clients and one another with authenticity and excellence:**
  - Give more than we take.
  - Under promise and over deliver.
  - Follow up fast.
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